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S

ign language is a visual/gestural

Table 1 Classification of primary and secondary units

language that serves as the primary
means of communication for deaf
individuals, just as spoken
languages are used among the
hearing. Deaf individuals encounter
the difficulty that most hearing
individuals communicate with
spoken language. To improve the
communication abilities of deaf people, Alternative and Augmentative Communication technology has
been adopted to develop the assistant systems for the group. Machine translation provides an ideal
solution to reduce the communication barrier between these two populations. In this paper, a machine
translation system is proposed to translate Chinese to Taiwanese Sign Language (TSL) and the
translated TSL sequence is further synthesized by the TSL video clips to generate a Chinese text to TSL
video output. Figure 1 shows the interface of the Chinese text to TSL video output system.
To develop a machine translation system, a bilingual
corpus is required for training the translation
models. In this paper, the teaching material of
Chinese used in elementary school for the deaf
children is collected for TSL sequence annotation.
The annotation is completed and verified by the TSL
linguists from National Chung Cheng University. A
video corpus of the TSL signs is designed and filmed
by considering the transitions of hand positions.

To reduce the complexity of the statistical
machine translation model, a two pass
translation strategy is proposed. First, the
input Chinese sentence is analyzed into the
primary and secondary units. Each primary
fragment is composed of several secondary
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Figure 1 Interface of the Chinese text to TSL
video output system
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units. The first pass of translation is to align
the primary fragments between Chinese and
TSL. The second pass is to align the
secondary units in the primary segments.
Figure 2 shows an example of the proposed
two-pass alignment model.
The translated TSL sequence is further
Figure 2 Search space of the alignment in translation
synthesized into video output for visual
communication. The video displays the translated result signed by a real human. To smooth the
boundaries of video clips, the synthesis cost is defined as the difference of hand positions and hand
shapes. Figure 3 illustrate the selection of suitable clips in the video corpus, and the synthesis costs are
computed by the differences on hand position and moving direction of the synthesis points between the
succeeding and the preceding video clips.

Figure 3 Selection and synthesis of video clips
For performance evaluation of the
proposed MT systems, several
experiments were conducted. The
TOP-N translation results are
adopted to evaluate the quality of
translation. Figure 4 shows the
correct rates for the proposed MT
system and the IBM MODEL 2
system. For evaluating the video
synthesis results, mean opinion
score (MOS) is adopted. Ten
synthesized videos with different
synthesis criteria are scored by
subjects using a three-level grading

Figure 4 TOP-N translation rates for IBM model 2 and the
proposed approach

policy: good, fair or poor. Case A considers the position and direction, Cases B and C consider direction
and position, respectively, and Case D considers no criterion. The histogram of the rated opinions is
shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5 MOS evaluations on synthesized sign video
From the above evaluation results, the translated sign outputs with synthesized videos are promising.
The technology can be integrated with educational assistants such as Computer-Aided Instruction (CAI)
or TSL e-Book. In public services, the interface can be used to access the information from TV or other
public machines for the deaf people.
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